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Angus Ranch

Proven Power

41 Hwy K
Iberia, MO 65486

Circle A isn’t finished breeding and selling bulls
and heifers, not by a long shot. In fact, we’re
becoming even more focused on producing
profitable genetics for commercial cattlemen. Our
7,000 head commercial cowherd is backed by
decades of pedigrees using the most promising
Angus genetics available. It is built on complete
and total herd reporting, creating more weights,
measurements, ratios, and EPDs than we have on
our registered cowherd. Most importantly, it is all
done in a tough, fescue-based commercial
environment. We’re extremely confident in our
data, our selection indexes for profitability and
the contribution they have made in allowing us to
make multi-trait genetic progress, ultimately
selecting for the most important trait of all:
PROFIT!

Return Service Requested

www.circlearanch.com

Please Join Us:
for our 11th Annual

Fall Bull & Heifer Sale
and

Registered Spring-cowherd
Dispersal

October 21, 2017
Selling:

More than 600 Head!
111 Black Angus Bulls
Stout, slow-grown, coming two’s
Reg. Angus and Circle A Premium Bulls

125 Spring-calving Heifers
Fetal Sex and Due Date by Ultrasound

100 Spring-calving Reg. Heifers
50 Top-cut Reg. Heifer calves
295 Spring-calving Reg. Angus
Cows

PARTNERS
FOR PROFIT

PARTNERS FOR PROFIT

Someone You Should Know
Mike Pierce’s family has farmed in central
Mississippi for over 5 generations. Making
his home near Lexington, MS; Mike and his
family are sizable farmers and cattle operators. Like many folks, they started with
Angus-Hereford cross cattle. Over the years
they incorporated Brangus and Simmental,
but for the last several years they have
stuck with Circle A Angus.
In the mid 1990’s Mike began purchasing
semen from Circle A on Circle A Exclusive
3186, a son of EXT and the famed Rita
5H11 cow. In the early 2000’s Mike and his father purchased two Circle A
bulls and he has not bought a bull anywhere else since. Like Mike says, “If it
ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” Mike says his Circle A bulls are the best Angus
bulls he's ever bought. They provide great growth while allowing him to
maintain a moderate sized cow. They have proven to work well in his
southern environment and the bulls have had good longevity.

In most registered cowherds, every cow can make
a bull. That means the average mothers and even
the below average mothers can make a bull. What
excites us most about our new system consisting
of 7,000 cows, is that our bulls will come from
only the very top-end, highest-producing cows.
Cows that have proven themselves in a commercial environment, cows that breed on time, every
time, cows that have already yielded us profitable
progeny; cows proven for profit!

Not only are we moving to only producing bulls
out of “proven for profit” females, we’re moving
to using a high percentage of proven sires as well.
We’re using the top sires the Angus breed has to
offer for proven, balanced genetics. Bulls that
offer calving ease, growth, maternal traits and
carcass traits with high accuracy and who have
already created daughters that work in a commerEvery seedstock breeder will tell you it is their cial, fescue-based environment.
genetics that make them unique. In reality, the What does this mean for Circle A and our
vast majority of top Angus breeders are all using customers? It means you will not be able to buy
extremely similar, if not exactly the same sires. bulls and heifers anywhere with a greater
Our Registered Angus herd was not so different selection emphasis placed on proven profitability.
from any other. Any cow in the cowherd was It means, our genetics come with less risk and
allowed to potentially produce a bull calf. If you more reward. It means that if you are a commerwere to graph the average annual profitability of cial cattleman, who wants to produce uniform,
individual cows in any cowherd you would get a growthy calves, with improved feed efficiency
normal distribution curve. There would be many and superior carcass traits while simultaneously
cows around the average of that herd and as you selecting for reproductively sounds and efficient
move away from average, both higher and lower, females with outstanding longevity, Circle A
there would be fewer and fewer cows. With a few genetics are tailor made for your operation.
cows very far from average, some losing a lot of Ultimately it means our genetics truly are unique
money annually and some making a lot of money because they are backed by more focused
annually.
selection pressure than anyone else on the one
trait that matters most: PROFIT!
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Sale Dates
●

October 21, 2017
Fall Bull & Heifer Sale
Iberia, MO

●

October 21, 2017
Registered Spring Female
Dispersal
Iberia, MO

●

March 17, 2018
Spring Bull & Heifer Sale
Iberia, MO

Tradeshows
●

October 6-8, 2018
Farm Fest
Springfield, MO

●

December 1-2, 2017
MO Livestock Symp.
Kirksville, MO

●

Jan 5-7, 2018
MO Cattle Conv.
Columbia, MO

Mike has marketed his calves through the same order buyer for many years.
The buyer has come to know Mike will always deliver uniform, growthy
calves and pays him well for them. Mike has also become a dealer for a
liquid feed product called Mix 30. “Good genetics combined with good
nutrition is a can’t miss,” says Mike. The liquid feed keeps the cows in great
shape and helps bring in big, healthy calves.
Mike has been a long-time customer and is a good friend of Circle A. He is a
pleasure to talk to on the phone and in person, he’s the type of guy that calls
just to see how things are going in Missouri. We count ourselves luck to have
customers and friends like Mike Pierce.

AN UNPARALLELED COMMITMENT
TO INCREASING THE QUALITY OF CATTLE THROUGH THE USE OF PROFITABLE GENETICS
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Put Our Reputation to Work for You

Buy-back Color Rules Clearly Defined

No doubt the Circle A calf buy-back program is a great
card to have in your pocket. It is one place you can market
your calves and be guaranteed top of the market price plus
get back valuable feedlot and carcass data. However, the
program does not work for everyone all of the time. For
some folks, really far away, the delivery costs and shrink
could be a hindrance. Even for more local producers, in
certain markets, feeding calves to heavier weights may not
make sence. At other times, the markets or just personal
obligations make it difficult to wean, feed or give shots and
the calves are marketed at the sale barn.

These days Circle A Feeders markets all of our finished
cattle to Creekstone Farms Premium Beef. Their
requirements for color strictly adhere to the USDA
Guidelines for programs proclaiming Angus influence
in their beef.

Not to worry. The vast majority of Circle A customers
never sell a calf back to Circle A Feeders. The truth is,
most Circle A customers are buying bulls and heifers for
the pure quality Circle A genetics will put into their herds’.
They know that there is no one anywhere who has done
more to select for profitability in a true commercial based
environment. The bulls produce uniform, growthy calves
that sell well no matter where they are sold and yield
daughters that work for a living and last a long time.
Circle A’s reputation for quality is known far and wide. As
one of the largest seedstock and commercial cattle
operations in the country, our reputation goes a long way.
Buyers and feeders are willing to pay premiums for Circle
A genetics, because they know the history behind our
program. We have spent decades selecting for cattle that
feed more efficiently and hang a high-value carcass. Please
feel free to use that reputation to your advantage.
Whether you market your cattle through an auction barn,
on video, direct to an order buyer or retain ownership, you
can use the Circle A’s name in conjunction with your
Circle A genetics to demand top dollar. Be sure the
potential buyers know your genetics are Circle A genetics.
If your marketing through an auction barn make sure they
announce these calves are sired by Circle A bulls, it really
makes a difference.
Just ask Bill Hillard of Ecru, MS. Every year he markets
his calves at Ozark Regional Stockyard in West Plains,
MO; and every year they top the market. Randy Hoover
does a great job promoting Bill’s Circle A genetics and we
suggest you market your calves where they will do the
same.

THE CIRCLE A
ADVANTAGE:
Experience •Reputation
Profitability • Service

Like always, we still only accept black and black baldy
cattle. However, the guidelines mandate that there be no
white on the animal behind the shoulder or above the
flank. That means we are not allowed to sell Creekstone, or purchase ourselves, cattle with random white
marks on the body. This mean no white spots on the
body, tail-head or roan coloring.

Vaccination Best Practices
Whether you sell your calves to Circle A or somewhere
else, chances are they are going to be commingled with
other calves somewhere in the feeding phase. No matter
how healthy your calves were at home, commingling
combined with stress is the real test of their immune
system. Most calves would never get sick at home, it is
when they are exposed to foreign antigens and stress
that they are going to get sick. Here is what we believe
are the best practices to keep that from happening.
Keep cows on a year around, high-quality mineral
program; some of a calf’s immune system is determined
as a fetus. After birth be sure the calf gets colostrum in
it’s system as soon as possible. If the calf or mom is
weak, don’t wait, get it in them with a tube.
At 45-90 days of age the calves should receive their first
round of vaccinations. We highly recommend using a
nasal product, like Inforce 3, for your respiratory
protection at this time. This product provides a more
gentle introduction to the IBR vaccine and will help the
calves to better utilize other vaccines at subsequent
vaccinations. We also use a 7 or 8-way clostridial with
somuns, a pasturella and deworm with an oral drench
and pour on.
The next round will be three weeks prior to weaning
and then put the calf back out with the cow. Here they
get an injectable 4 or 5-way respiratory, clostridial,
pasturella, and dewormed in the same manner. Three
weeks later, at weaning, they will get a second round of
the same, minus the deworming. If it will be greater
than 90 days from the last round until delivery, they
should receive another round 21 days prior to delivery.
When we have health issues in purchased calves it is
usually because it was inconvenient the producer to
follow these best practices. These practices along with
proper vaccine handle and administration technique,
have to be followed to the letter every time for them be
effective.

PARTNERS FOR PROFIT
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Don’t Miss it!
View the sale and bid
live online at:

You may also contact
Nick at 573-280-5308
prior to sale day for
buying assistance.
To avoid sale delays,
there will be no
conference call during
Circle A sales. Contact
Nick or another sale representative prior to the
sale to place your bids.

BUILDING
Spring Bull & Heifer Sale Report
Circle A Angus Ranch was proud to host their 23rd annual Spring
Bull & Heifer sale offering 345 head sold on March 18th. The
demand for Circle A bulls was steady and the demand for bred
heifers was very strong, once again surpassing expectations.
145 bulls averaged $3959 with the high selling bull going to Harold
& Earlene Fox of Ellington, MO for $9,500. Lot 1, Circle A Tour of
Duty 5436, has exceptionally balanced EPDs and a wide, stout
phenotype to match. Lot 84, a son of Circle A’s own GW Certified
103C, sold for $7500 to Hilliard Farms of Ecru, MS and three more
bulls sold for $7,000. Kyser Farms of Greensboro, AL was the high
volume bull buyer taking home 10 head, with at least two other
buyers taking home 5 each. 22 bulls sold for $5,000 or more, with
50 bulls selling for $3,500 or less.
200 commercial, bred heifers, sold in lots of five ultrasounded to
calve within ten days of one another and fetal sexed, averaged
$2241 per head. Overschmidt Farms of Union, MO purchased the
high selling lots taking home 10 head at $2650 each. Rafter
Rocking G Farms of Green Forest, AR was the high volume buyer
taking home 60 head, Justin Goldammer of Russellville, MO took
home 40 head and Joe Sunderland of Fayette, MO took home 20.
Circle A feels fortunate to be part of their customers’ success and
attributes their part to good genetics, good service and an industry
leading calf buy-back program. The next opportunity to purchase
Circle A genetics will be at their annual Fall Bull & Heifer Sale on
October 21st. Also, that day we will be offering 450 Registered
Spring-calving females; 100 registered bred heifers, 50 top-cut
heifer calves and 295 spring-calving registered cows.

Better
BULLS

Proﬁtability Tested Genecs
Circle A has selected for traits relang to your boom-line
for nearly two decades.

Improving Feed Intake for 15 years
In 1998 Circle A began collecng individual feed intake
data. We’ve used that data in our breeding decisions. Our
cale now do more with less and our genecs could be
doing the same for you.

Quality Beyond Compare
Our genecs consistently grade over 98% Choice and
Prime and 50% qualify for CAB. This is while gaining around
4 pounds a day and converng at nearly 5 pounds of feed
per pound of gain.

Bring your trailer!
Pick up your bulls on sale day and
save $50 per head when you buy
two or more bulls.

